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On Boundary Values of Hypergeometric
Functions of Several Variables
by

Kyoji SAITO*

In this note we shall give a brief sketch of the theory of the uniformization of complements of discriminants D in Cn.
Let DdCn be a suitable hypersurface of Cn which we shall refer
to as a discriminant. Our main problem is (1) firstly to construct a kind
of covering space H of Cn — D by making use of the solutions of some
system of partial differential equations called the system of uniformization
equations, and secondly to construct the inverse map from H to a quotient
space of Cn — D by making use of some kind of Eisenstein series. The
classical theory of elliptic integrals and elliptic modular functions can be
reconstructed in this way. Thus our theory can be considered as a
generalization of it for the theory of functions of several variables. In
our approach to the problem, the theory of forms with logarithmic poles
would play the fundamental role.
The results of the first half of this note is already published in [2].
So we refer to the note, for such as general theory of logarithmic forms.
The detailed version of this note will be published elsewhere.
§ 1. Logarithmic Forms
Let h(jCi9 •••, x^) be a reduced weighted homogeneous polynomial
such that h(tmix^ ••-, tmnx^) = tmh(xl9 •••,.r n ) with m9 ml9 •••, mn<=N, and
let D be the hypersurface in Cn defined by the equation h = Q.
Then we define:
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Definition.
J2^ n (log D) = {a); germ of meromorphic 1-form on Cn, o) and do) have
only simple poles along D}
Der C n (logD) — {8: germ of holomorphic vector field on Cn; 8h is
divisible by h}.
We know that each one is a dual 0Gn-module of the other.
Remark.

In general these modules are not free.

It is conjectured

n

in [2] that they are free 0Cn-module, if 7T<(C -D) =0 for z>2.
Example.

The most important examples of such divisers are con-

structed by the use of reflection groups.

For the notions of reflection

groups and invariant polynomials we refer to Bourbaki [1].
Let V be an ^-dimensional real vector space and G be a finite subgroup of GL(V) generated by reflections.
algebra of the symmetric algebra S(V)

Let R be the invariant sub-

of V9 and Pl9 --,Pn^R be a

generator system of R such as R = R[Pl9 •••,Pn~]Let A^S(V)

be the product of linear functions defining the hyper-

planes of reflections of G.

Then AZ^R can be represented as a poly-

nomial of Pl9 "-9Pn.
Now let us consider the complex Euclidean space E= (V*/G)° the
complexification of the quotient space of V* by G, whose coordinate ring
is R(^)C.

Az defines a hypersurface DG in E, which we call the discrim-

inant of the reflection group G.

Then a free basis cOt9 and X1, z" = l, • • • , / &

for J^1 (log DG) and Der#(log DG) can be constructed as follows.
Let J3(«, •) and B ' ( « , •) be the G invariant quadratic forms on V
and V*9 which are positive definite.

We may regard them as quadratic

forms on the cotangential bundle T** and tangential bundle Tv* over V*.
fid
\
Then Xl = B(dpi, •), and (di = B'[
, • I are vector fields and meromorphic 1-forms on V* such as X* • fy = Sf.

Since they are G-invariant, they

induce vector fields and meromorphic 1-forms on E, which are the required
basis.
It is known that the complements of the discriminant loci of reflection
groups are Eilenberg-MacLane spaces due to V. I. Arnold, E. Brieskorn,
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and P. Deligne.
Let o)!= (1/ra) (dh/K), • • • , o)n be a free basis for &lcn(logD) and
n

X1 — X] w^£ -

g

, • • • , Xn be the dual basis for Der cn (log D). Then the ex-

terior differentiation is given by d= XXX1 and a), A '
i=l

n

/Z.

Since $£« (log D) is a free 0e7l-module, it corresponds to a vector
bundle of rank n over C*, which we shall denote by Tcn (log D) . The
inclusion of the sheaf ®lcn of holomorphic one forms on Cn into S^n (log D)
corresponds to a bundle homomorphism z": T^n— >T^ n (logjD) 3 where T^re
is the cotangential bundle of C*. Notice that z" induces a bundle isomorphism over C71 — D. Let us consider Ker(z) as a subvariety of T^n,
which we denote by L (log D) and call it the Lagrangean subvariety of
logarithmic poles along D. L(logD) is nothing another than the subvariety of T^n defined by the common zeros of the principal symbols
ffCX*), f = !,-,».
We can show that L(logD) is a pure ^-dimensional subvariety of
n

T^n, such that the restriction to L of the symplectic form ]T] dxi/\d^i on
<=i
TCU, vanishes identically.
Since h is a weighted homogeneous polynomial, @lcn(log D) is a graded
module in a natural way.

We may assume that c01? ••-,o) n and X1,

are homogeneous. Put — deg o)$ = deg X1 = ^.

n

-",X n
n

Then we have

Let us suppose 0 = d1<^d2^"-^dn, which is equivalent to the fact
that h cannot be represented as a product of the form 7^ (xly • • • , xk}
Xhz(xk+1, •",x^) by some change of coordinates.
§ 2e The System of Unlformlzatlon Equations with respect to V
Now let us introduce a concept of connections with logarithmic poles.

I.

Definition.
A connection V with logarithmic poles along D is a sheaf homomorphism
V : flj,. (log D) ->£},. (log D) ®Qlcn (log D)

with
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ii)
II.

V is integrable, if the following composition is zero.
fljy. (log £>) ->£^ (log £>) (gjflj,- (log D) ->£2Cn (log D) (X)^ (log £>) .

III.

V is torsion free, if the composition

&Cn (log 2?) ->0J,. (log D) <g)J3J,. (log £>) -> A^e» (log £>) = ^c- (log #) •
coincides with the exterior differentiation <f.
IV.

V is homogeneous, if it is a homogeneous morphism with respect

to the canonical graduation.
We denote by U(Cn, U) the set of all integrable torsion free homogeneous connections with logarithmic poles along D.

It is easy to see

n

that U(C , D) has the structure of a finite dimensional algebraic variety.
For V^U(Cn, D), let us determine the coefficients (D/ and /Y* with
respect to the basis o)7-.

2
Then 71/* is a homogeneous function of degree dj-\-dk — di on Cn satisfying
some conditions coming from integrability and torsionfreeness of V. Since
n

n

2 &i is a closed form of degree zero, it has a presentation
- —

2 ^**

where GJ are cnstants and hj are irreducible components of h.

From the torsion free condition, we obtain the following.
A logarithmic form o) is horizontal (i.e., Vft) = 0) iff there exists a
function u such that
n

i)
ii)

o) = du — 2 -2T^ • o)i, and
*=i
u satisfies the equations:
X*X'u + 2 A^X'w = 0 f or j,k = 1, • • • , TZ .
<=i

We call the above system of differential equations, the system of
uniformization equations with respect to V.
Since the principal symbol ideal of the equation is generated by fi(Xk)
X(T(-X?), kj = l9'"9n, the characteristic variety of the system coincides
with the Lagrangean variety L (log D) of logarithmic poles along D.

This
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shows the system of uniformization equations is a holonomic system.
From the integrability condition, the space of all solutions of the
system of uniformization equations, denoted by U7, form n + 1-dimensional
complex vector space, including constant solutions.
Any element u of Uy can be considered as a holomorphic function
element on Cn — D, which is analyticaly continuable along any curve C
in Cn — D so far as C does not meet with the discriminant.

Thus u detern

mins a univalent function on the universal covering space C — D of Cn — D,
which we denote again by the same notation u.
For a point x of Cn — D, the correspondence Up ^u\-^>u(x) eC is a
C- linear map, which gives an element of the dual space C7r*, denoted by
u(x) e U*. Since the constant function 1 of U7 takes the constant value
1 for any x, the image of the map u is contained in a hyperplane V7*
of C7F*.
The Jacobian of the map u:Cn — D^>V* can be calculated as follows.
Let ul9 ~-,un, 1 be a basis for U7. Then

Jac. («) = det

h
A

Hence the map & is locally homeomorph.
Let g be an element of TC^C^ — U) and u be a solution in U.
analytic continuation of u along g gives another solution v of U7.
n

Ki(C — D) 3g operates on C7F as a linear endmorphism v — p(g}u.

The
Thus
We

call the representation
the monodromy representation of V.

Let us denote by x=xg the action

of g£=7C1(Cn — D) as a covering transformation of Cn — D.

Then we have

The inditial equation for an irreducible component Dk of D is given
by / fc (A) = det (A51/ — residue^ (ft)/)) =0, whose roots give the exponents of
the monodromy of the path turning once around the generic point of Dk.
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/
Q
d \
Now let P = P[xl9 • • • , x n , - , • • • , be a differential operator
\
dxl
dxn /
which is homogeneous of degree k with respct to the previous graduation.
Then we have a formula: [X\p] = X1P-PX1 = kP, where

X^

On the other hand Pjk = XkXJ' + j] P/kXi is homogeneous of degree
i=l

j.

Thus the correspondence ul—^X^u defines an endmorphism B:

(2Cul9 • • - , X1un, X1V) = (^1? • • - , un, 1) 5, we have the

By integrating

weighted homogenity of the map u.
u(tn*xl9 • • - , r»^n) =^(X, — ,^«)exp(Slog 0
One of the uniformizaticn equations

implies that the minimal polynomial of B must be a factor of the polynomial A2 + /V1A — ^(^-f/Y 1 )-

Hence the eigenvalues of B can be zero
or -TV1.
By choosing a suitable basis of U7, B has the form
1
i)

r-rj

0

°-/T

0

-i

ii)

r o

i

10

, 0

0

10

"oJ

"•
0

'oThe restriction of -B to U7/Cis conjugate to the matrix (/Y'O w=i,-,7iEspecially in the case i), the solution space U7 is a direct sum of the
space of functions homogeneous of degree —F^1 and the space of functions
homogeneous of degree 0.
§ 3» The Inversion Problem
Let us denote by H7 the image domain of the map u: Cn — D->V*.
In general there does not exist a univalent mapping E: H->Cn — D so that
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the composition E°u coincides with the covering map p: Cn — D-^>Cn — D.
We will study a rather delicate problem concerned with the existence
of such a map.
For this purpose let us introduce a concept of the b-b-map.
Definition.

A multi-valued map w: Cn — D^>HciCm is a b-b-map if

it satisfies the following condition;
the image of A by zv, zu(p~1(A)^)
n

For any discrete subset of Cn — Dy
is a discrete subset of H.

Here

n

p: C — D->C — D is the universal covering map and we denote by the
w the lifting of vu to Cn — D-*H.
Roughly speaking, this condition ensures that the boundary of Cn — D
should correspond to the boundary of H by w.

For instance za\ C— {0}

-^C— {0} is a b-b-map iff a is a rational number.
We notice that if uv is a b-b-map, then the orbit by the monodromy
t^p(n1(Cn-D)) is a discrete subset of H for u*^H, hence
is a discrete subset of
Furthermore assuming that uv is a b-b-map, we conclude the follow-

ing:
I.

piZi(Cn — D) acts on HF in properly discontinuous fashon.
Let us denote by W7 the quotient space of Hv by p7l1(Cn — D) and

let E: HF—>W7 be the quotient map.
II.

The reduction of u7 to
Cn~D/ketp-*H7

is a finite covering map.
III.

There exists a proper finite map Cn — D—>W7 so that the diagram

below commutes.
€n~ D/ker p - >Hr
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Conversely if uv satisfies the above three conditions I, II, III, it is

a b-b-map.
Let q be the sheet number of the covering Cn — D/ker p—>HV. Then
for a point u*^Hp, we have the following formula.
q = %p(u~l(u*}} -;iisotropy subgroup of u*.
This shows especially Cn~D—>W is an unramified
n

pn1(C — D') operates fixed-point-freely on H7.

covering iff

The covering C1 — D—>W

is normal iff n1(H) is a normal subgroup of TCi

Now among all the boundary points of H
special points.
Definition.

let us distinguish some

R7 = {^* e QH\ there exists a path <?:([01) ->Cn — D
such that Km $?(£) C-D, and for a lifting

Problems
I. Is .RF a dense subset of 9/fF, which can be stratified by open subsets
of linear subspaces of VF* of the form Im(^] #*#£/Xj ^<M0 >0? Here
«!, '-',un is a basis for Vr.
II. Suppose -Rr has a stratum corresponding to a hypersurface defined
by w = 0 for a u^ V7. By the monodromy invariantness of R7, Rr contains
strata of pn1(Cn — D)u.

Let us consider the series: tpu,s—

Xj

v&pni(Cn-D)u

v s

~*

Does it converge for Re(s)^>0 on an H"F, and cit be analytically continuable on the whole plane for 5?
III. Can those solutions u defining strata of R7 be characterized as some
special functions along Lagrangean variety Z/(logD) so that the meromorphic function field of W7 is generated by (pUj,sk for some representatives
Uj corresponding to an irreducible component Lj of Z/(logZ)) and complex
numbers sk?
For the moment we do not have any general answer to the problems.
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There are some classical examples of interest.
i)

For ;z:=2 and D={xy(x— y) = 0}, the system of the uniformizaion

equations reduce to Gegenbauer's differential equations and hypergeometric differential equations, where we have a well developed theory due
to Schwarz and Christoffel.
ii)

For n = 2 and D = {21 g^ — g23 = 0}, we get elliptic modular functions

and equilateral triangle function.
iii)

For n = 3 and D = the discriminant for the Weyl group of type

A3, some example is discussed in the note [2], where some modification
of the above problems are positively solved.
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